
Bryard is a composer, producer, and smooth jazz recording artist from Nashville, Tennessee. 
Since the tender age of 4 when he stumbled upon his God-given gift on the piano, he has since 
developed into a prolific pianist and performer. His music is timeless and intricate, yet relaxing 
and modern. Bryard describes his composing process as simple: a song could come into his head 
at anytime. No initial thought involved. His gift allows him to then develop that simple melody 
into a complete song, composing and arranging all the instruments to bring the song to 
completion.  

Bryard exploded in the music industry with the release of his debut album Artistic Touch in 
2011. Artistic Touch combines world music vibes with traditional jazz and contemporary jazz and 
new age elements. Bryard still describes it as "the one that started it all".  

2013 saw the release of Bryard's second album Visual. Recorded at the famed Potter's House in 
Jacksonville, Florida, Bryard went into the studio with producers Michael Taylor and Mo 
Henderson, working around the clock to bring Visual to life. Meant to be his fresh new album on 
the heels of him starting his freshman year at College-Conservatory of Music (CCM) at the 
University of Cincinnati, Visual mixes fresh, fusion and electronic elements with pop, reggae, and 
bossa nova. It received high praise from the university upon its release, being featured in a 
university-wide press release by the director of his major.   

In 2014, at the end of his freshman year at CCM, Bryard premiered his third release The Way 
Home, based on his homesickness while at college and his love for his hometown of Nashville. 
Accompanying this album was a single - Bryard's first - entitled "Wildlife", a song he composed 
at age 13. The Way Home fuses relaxing, smooth jazz with pop and R&B elements, with just a hint 
of acoustic soul. It was recorded at Sixteen Ton Studios on Music Row in Nashville.  

2014 also saw the release of a children's album with Butter Pecan Productions LLC., a children's 
book company headed by New England author Gloria Respress-Churchwell. In January 2015, a 
full album was recorded to accompany the company's first book. Bryard produced and composed 
the music and continues to do so with the pending second book release.  

2015 was a series of ups and downs for Bryard in many ways as he will tell you, but it only 
inspired him to keep the faith, persevere, and stay motivated. Born out of all the stress of that year 
was The Gospel Sessions, his fourth release. So far his most popular work, the album is a series of 
acoustic piano arrangements of some of the most recognizable gospel tunes and hymns. An 
accompanying music video for Bryard's arrangement of "When The Saints Go To Worship" was 
shot on November 8, 2016 and released that December, garnering over 3K views and counting. 

The year 2017 was a momentous year for Bryard. It began with his graduating cum laude from 
CCM with a B.M. in Commercial Music Production. Bryard was given the incredible opportunity 
to work with Volition Sound Branding under CEO and award-winning TV/Commercial composer 
Wendell Hanes as a composer for TV and advertising. Bryard was also hired to produce and 
arrange the music for an upcoming Broadway musical, a project that is in the works. 2017 
concluded with the release of Bryard's turquoise 5th album release Calhoun Street (premiered 
November 2nd, 2017). Calhoun Street marries pop, jazz vibes with rock, folk, and acoustic sounds. 

In 2018, Bryard began the journey of acquiring his Master’s degree in Music Business from Frost 
School of Music, University of Miami. In 2019, things began to take off. Bryard was hired to 
compose the original music for the stage play CHOSEN – Are You Ready? at the renown Born 
Again Church in Nashville, TN. He and his colleague in children’s music Alexandria Churchwell 
launched a groundbreaking scripted musical podcast to accompany author Gloria Respress-
Churchwell’s second book release, Follow Chester!, the story of Dr. Chester Pierce – the first 
African American to play collegiate football in the south. The kids podcast has taken them across 
the country to different elementary schools and organizations like Seacrest Studios (The Ryan 
Seacrest Foundation). This multimodal project focusing on catering to kids who learn in different 



ways has attracted the attention of several VIPs, like The Today Show, the Southern Festival of 
Books, Sesame Street, and Peter Pan Records to name a few.  

2020 will see many exciting opportunities, including the worldwide release of a song Bryard co-
wrote entitled “I Have Loved You Since Forever” – written for and performed by Muse 
Entertainment artist DeNeé (debuting February 1, 2020) and the prestigious opportunity to speak 
at Harvard Medical School about how music helps children learn. In April 2020, he will travel to 
Kalamazoo, MI to take part in the events surrounding the Gilmore International Keyboard 
Festival – where he was personally invited – then a few weeks later, he graduates from Frost 
School of Music, University of Miami. Bryard is expected to release a lot of new music towards 
the middle and end of 2020 so keep your eyes open!      

One of the many words that describes the artistry of Bryard is versatility. Bryard's music is 
diverse as one can see so it is hard to nail down one genre to exemplify him. Instead, let's call him 
for what he is: composer - from jazz to fusion, from new age to children's music, from music for 
commercials to film scores, from Broadway-style musicals to symphonies; producer - arranging 
every instrument in every single one of his works, collaborating with musicians and clients, 
overseeing musical projects from conception to completion, he is the founder and executive 
producer of his own music production/artist development company and record label Muse 
Entertainment; recording artist - five albums, three singles, two children's podcasts later...need 
we say more. Bryard can do it all, no matter how outrageous no task is too big. It is these 
qualities that will make one remember his name -Bryard - as, to use the words of Mark Kibble of 
the award-winning group Take 6 when he described Bryard, "he is bound for the top."  

	


